
Made in TAIWAN

Zero Gravity 
3D Zero Gravity│Massage Chair

AG-M5310

NEW &
Exclusive

Tapping Shiatsu

Combo Combo+

Massage Techniques

Kneading

Rolling

3D Zero Gravity Massage Chair provides 
various techniques of massage, and 
programmed into hundreds of combination; 
gives you a technical therapist. There is 
also an option reserved for you, to manually 
select and receive single technique with 
multiple are of upper body, meeting your 
desire is always the top priority.

TMBody Navi+
3D Zero Gravity Massage Chair is able to 
sense your body more accurate with its 3D 
motion massage rollers, the data then
transferred and transformed as reference to 
deliver an all new level of great experience; 
robotic massage has never felt this close to 
human massage.

The sensational pleasure, and quality of 
robotic massage has fundamentally improved

TMwith Body Navi+ . the page of massage 
chair is re-written.

TMLive3D Massage

Your desire of human-like massage has finally come true on a 
massage chair. 

The upper 2 rollers could extend up to 6 cm of extra dimension,
in order to relieve stiffness on top of your shoulder and neck.

As for the lower 2 rollers, which are made in thumb shape,
bringing the sensation to a greater level.

       

Enlarged Coverage &
Smoother Elevation

3D Zero Gravity Massage 
Cha i r  i s  a t tent ive ly  
designed with better 
coverage to users' upper 
body, and is capable of 
applying the massage 
horizontally up to 15cm, 
and 75cm vertically.

The massage mechanism is driven by gears 
instead of propeller, gives you a smoother 
moment of relaxation. 

Extra Comfort
Other than the essential back massage, the 3D Zero 
Gravity Massage Chair provides the marvelous Air-Bags 
Massage to relieve muscle tensions, especially calf and 
foot. 

Lumbar and hip are featured not just to squeeze, they are 
also used to hold you in a proper posture, so the massage 
is applied correctly.

The footrest-built-in Vibrate Motors are featured to enhance 
the effect of massage, and maximizing relaxation.

Half-PU Leather Footrest Extension

Glossy CoatingIlluminate
LCD Display

Just Feel Like Staying Leisurely at Starry Sky



Sensationally Engineered

The factor of defining a good massage chair lies in the core of it, the 

massage motions. Performing more is far easier than performing it 

right, performing it closer to perfection.

You deserved better rather than more from a massage chair; 

3D Zero Gravity Massage Chair, an all new massage chair available 

to you, engineered to deliver better massage in terms of accuracy 

and comfort.

It features - 

Zero Gravity, 3D Massage Mechanism is to extend the massage 

arm forward so as to be closer like human massage as well as raise 

massage force and effective massage range. 

TM+Body Navi , a wonderful technology that maps your body shape 

prior to a massage program, to ensure accurate massage is delivered 

according to your spine contour. Also, it automatically adjusts 

intensity of massage to fit individual users, bringing equivalent joys of 

massage.

TMLive3D Massage , massage arms made extendable, not only it feels 

closer to human massage, it enlarges intensity level and as well as 

coverage to your upper body.

As a result researched by NASA in US, 

the posture at “Zero Gravity” is the ergonomic lying angle

 with the minimum human pressure caused by gravity; simply speaking, 

when the angle between human body and thigh is at 126°+7° elevation angle, 

it is the most relaxed posture for all human body joints and muscles.

Over time, no matter what kind of posture, 

joints and muscles will feel exhausted gradually. 

In view of it, NASA developed a “Zero Gravity Theory” 

according to ergonomic principles. The concept of Zero Gravity posture 

is to distribute the body gravity into whole body as possible, 

instead of being compressed locally. By doing so, the body will be at fully relaxed status.
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